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From the Chairman
Paul’s Ponderings
Firstly I would like to welcome all our new members to HHMM
and please do take an active part in the club.
Time flies by and David is chasing me for this quarters thoughts.
The club has been busy in the last few months. We have helped
at this years BIAFF at Sittingbourne by running two of the five
mini cinemas. Enjoyable yes, but you don’t get to see the films
that you might like to see and some I thought were over long and
rather heavy going.
Neil O’Neil gave us a talk on “ The art of Screenwriting” Neil who
has had many successes with his work gave us an insight into
the do’s and don’s of preparing, writing and how to even get
your script read let alone accepted. He is happy to go to other
clubs.
We were delighted to see our old friend Dr. Frank Gray from the
Sussex Film Archives who gave great talk and showed some fascinating old film.
At the end of May we held our Non Fiction competition which had
the largest number of entries for a long time. I would like to thank
all those who took the time to enter what was a very enjoyable
evening.
Now! Is the camcorder dead and buried? Well not quite yet but it
must be getting close for the likes of Sony who must think twice
before spending any money on upgrades other than the chip, Pro
cameras yes, but consumer models for us, no. Go to Jessops or
PC World and you will find only two or three camcorders on view
with most at the very cheap end of the market. Having just been
on a cruise holiday in France and Germany with 180 other passengers, not a camcorder in sight! Everyone seemed to be taking their pictures with either a phone or a tablet. As they clicked
away like mad I wondered what they would do them all when
they returned home.
Well for those who have been waiting, I have now bought my
drone and all I will say at this stage is that the results are far better than I expected. I’m afraid you will have to wait for the Chairman’s evening to see what I’ve been up to!
Good luck for the summer and lets have some good films to
watch over the winter months.
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Paul Bailey

From the Editor
I must say how much I enjoyed the BIAFF weekend at
Sittingbourne. Our club hosted two of the five mini
cinemas all day Saturday. Rod Willerton projected in
the ballroom while I had a conference room on the
first floor. The biggest problem encountered by all
the minis was blacking out the rooms. I spent most of Friday on my room
and then with Reg Lancaster on the room designated for Orpington. Reg
had brought a huge roll of black plastic sheeting which had to be cut to
size and stuck over the windows with black Gaffer tape. During the sunny
Saturday afternoon, the heat from the sun on the glass mitigated the adhesive qualities of the sticky tape and we had at least one droopy drape!
Elsewhere in this issue you will find an excellent article on the importance
of sound and another on a microphone review
A few weeks ago Ron and I spent two long days in the depths of the Weald
of Kent assisting Willy van der Linden with sound and lighting on his latest
production. The villages in the Weald are very pretty and we visited a cider bottling plant in Marden, a Tudor cottage in Smarden and a church in
Biddenden as well as several pubs along the way!
It was lovely to meet up with Willy and his family again and to help in our
small way with his production. This co-operative effort is, after all what
our movement is all about.

David Fenn

A warm welcome to new member
Derek Wright
We hope that the experience that you and David bring from Copthorne
will benefit all of us and enhance our knowledge together as well as
having some fun along the way!
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The Albany
The 49th Albany competition took place
at Plumpton Green Village Hall during
the afternoon of Sunday 29th March
2015. As HHMM had won the last three
competitions we hosted this event
again. However, to Liz’s relief three is
the permitted limit and so next year’s
50th will be hosted by another club,
which will have to do all the hard work
involved.
Entries were received from Chichester Film & Video Makers, (The Reunion) Epsom Movie Makers, (Rufus is Dead) Portsdown Video Makers, (Two
Old Men) South Downs Film Makers, (Tea for Two) Surrey Border Movie
Makers (Framed) and of course Haywards Heath MovieMakers, (The Player). In all there were six movies lasting a total of just under 47 minutes, all
to the theme of “Two sides to every story”.
The judges were Roy de Boise, Dorothy Batten and Linda Mercer, from
Spring Park Film Makers Club.
This year East Sussex Movie Makers did not enter a movie and so we
were down to just the six clubs mentioned above. Attendance was down
slightly at about 45 people, possibly due to the loss of East Sussex and
the total running time of all the entries was much less than usual. Nonethe-less, everyone obviously enjoyed the event and the judges were quite
complimentary about the variety and quality of the entries although they
did make many valuable criticisms.
Dorothy Batten announced the winners of
the various trophies and gave the judges’
comments on each movie.
The Albany Trophy and the Greenyer Trophy for sound were won by Surrey Border
for their entry “Framed”.
The runner up was Epsom Movie Makers
for their entry, “Rufus is dead”.
The Editing Trophy was awarded to Chichester for their entry “The Reunion”, whilst
Haywards Heath MovieMakers received a
certificate of merit.
The judge’s comments on our animation entry were as follows:
- A very challenging thing to do.
- The strength is in the editing but it is difficult and very time consuming
work.
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- They admired the courage in trying to create a drama without live actors.
- The story line was at a reasonable pace and held our attention.
They also said that the link with the theme was not clearly displayed,
which was a bit strange as to most of us it was very clear indeed.
Their final comment was: “Hats off to the team that created that film.”
All in all some very complimentary comments so well done to Ray and
his team.
The Albany is clearly a popular competition so let us hope that next
year’s fiftieth will attract a new club or two and a few more entries. Its
theme is “Behind Closed Doors” followed in 2017 by “Drama Queen”.
Our Chairman, Paul Bailey, thanked everyone for coming, the judges
for all their hard work, the projection team and the ladies for their hard
work in organising and serving the cream teas.
All in all a very enjoyable day.

Barry Mack
Sound Matters
There is a saying that we watch a film through our ears. Silly but true.
Sound is equally if not more important than the visuals. Mediocre pictures can take on a very emotive look by employing a very
moving piece of music or well chosen effects. Imagine a shot of a man
and a woman looking at each other blandly with no dialogue. Put some
romantic string music behind it and it can make the audience go all
gooey.Now replace the music with a piece with harsh discordant notes
and we wonder what they are going to fight each other. So music is a
very strong element in setting the scene, especially for dramas.
In the old cine club days the general attitude to film making was - shoot
it on a Sunday and stick the sound on next Wednesday. Crash bang
wallop, another film made. I don’t need to tell you what the general
quality was like do I?
Today we have much better tools at our disposal to produce high quality sound tracks but do we use them?
A range of reasonably priced high quality mics are available along with
mood music by the bucketfull, especially on the internet. Couple this
with a range of sound effects and background sounds and you are all
set for constructing a clean first class sound track.
To get a clean dialogue track it may be necessary to employ AD which
stands for ‘Automated Dialogue Replacement’ or ‘Additional Dialogue
Recording’. I suppose it depends on which side of ‘The Pond’ you are
on.
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Basically this entails your actors dubbing their own lines in a sound
proof environment - watching their performance on a monitor/TV and
miming into a recorder such as a Zoom, Tascam, Samsung or similar. When the actor and or the director is satisfied with the accuracy
of the dub these files can be laid under the original sound on the
timeline and juggled to obtain sync. After this a background room
tone or buzz track of the location and along with additional spot
sound effects should give the desired effect. The above technique is
assuming the film maker is using a computer and NLE (non linear
editing).
I first employed this technique some years ago with a standard eight
film made in 1976 and had been digitised (Tiddlers). The sound had
deteriorated due to the magnetic stripe, being in a constant battle
with sprocket holes on its many showings. I used three children to
watch the dialogue scenes and mime to them using headphones to
monitor the (bad quality) sound. The rest of the track was then recreated by the Foley process (another article I think) and the film
was as good as new and has delighted audiences for a further 15
years. ADR sounds like hard work and I won’t suggest it is for the
faint-hearted but if you are serious about your film making then to
copy the professionals which today’s technology allows us amateurs
to do, is to be recommended.

Ron Prosser
Au revoir to an old friend
As many of you know, I am quite fussy about sound. For the last five
years or so I’ve been using my trusty Sennheiser MKE400. It has the
standard ¼” tripod socket which fits my mic stand, shock proof
mount and is very lightweight making a long boom pole easy on the
arm muscles. However, the main drawback of this model is that it is
only fitted with a mono capsule feeding the signal to both channels of
whatever you plug it into.
Time to look for something more up to date that still has the attributes of the MKE400 but is true stereo and which can be bought without a mortgage!
After much searching on the internet, I landed on the RØDE website.
I knew RØDE had a very good name in the industry and they have a
comprehensive range of devices to suit all situations and budgets. I
needed a microphone with a 3.5mm jack for my camcorder and there
I found two suitable candidates called “Videomic” on their website.
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One is a “Pro” version which one would assume, would be better, but
beware this is only a mono microphone. Therefore, it seemed that the
best value for money was the RØDE Stereo Videomic at £116 from
Amazon
The parcel arrived the next day from Amazon and on opening I was
pleased to see that it included a nice fluffy wind gag as standard. This
was not mentioned in the spec or sales blurb and represented a saving of nearly £20! The device looks very professional and is mounted
to its’ forked base fixing by a series of shockproof bands. There are
spare bands provided too. The tripod fixing and camera shoe mount
are well balanced and, despite its’ heavier weight of 350g as opposed
to 100g for the MKE400 including batteries, it feels fine even on a long
boom pole. However, it comes with a 3/8” threaded tripod socket
which required a 3/8” – ¼” adapter.
The unit is constructed from cast aluminium and is powered by a 9V battery. It has a super-cardioid pickup
pattern with a frequency response of
40Hz – 20kHz. On the rear are three
switches, recording level attenuation
of -10db to prevent overload of loud
sounds like bands etc., power on together with an LED and High Pass
Filter which will roll off the low end
frequencies below 80Hz which helps to reduce everyday ambient
noise like traffic etc.
I also made up an extension cable
which terminated in two XLR connectors to interface with pro cameras.
This combination was used very successfully when filming with Willy van
der Linden mentioned elsewhere.
For anyone looking to upgrade their
old microphone, I would recommend
this unit.

David Fenn

Photographs in this issue by
Rod Willerton, Barry Mack
David Fenn
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Programme Reminder
Jul 7
Jul 21
Sep 1
Sep 15
Sep 29

Wider still and wider
Visit to “Wings Museum”
Guest speaker—Dick Mills
Fiction and Novice competitions
Chairman’s evening

Refreshment Rota
Jul 7
Sep 1
Sep 15
Sep 29

Paul Wood & Neil O’Neil
Brenda & Barry Mack
David Fenn & Mervyn Huggett
June Bailey & Ron Prosser

Remember!
If you are unable to attend on your night, please change with someone
else and update the sheet on the notice board

Please do a stock take at the end of your night and tell Liz if
any items require to be replenished

Next Issue 0f Linking Shot
The next issue will be at the end of September 2015
Please send contributions to linkingshot@hotmail.co.uk no later
than 1st September

Views expressed by members in the Linking Shot may
not be the views of the HHMM committee unless stated

